Shalom Sisters, Most High and Christ Bless all the fabulous Daughters of Sarah. I am Shai of the
House of Officer Gamaliel, IUIC L.A.
We have got an exciting report on all things headwraps this Spring and Summer season! After
all the fashion shows, runways, and trend reports, as well as noted styles from our favorite
Israelite princesses, I am here to bring you all the latest and easy to put together styles. The
changing weather will bring out buttery colors, pops of bold hues and even softer silkier
materials.
With the seasonal changes, your crown will be most comfortable covered in lightweight and
breathable fabrics. Aim for beautifully printed silk or silky scarves, and highly saturated solid
colors in cotton.

Shades of blue are popping up all over Israel. It is fresh and airy and gives a needed pop of color
to any print this season. ROYAL BLUE packs the necessary punch and adds a needed pop of
color to all outfit
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COLORS
The most interesting color combinations this season starts with Yellow and ends in Neutral.
Combine your yellow with nudes, especially camel, chocolate, and light brown to tan. This
sunny and buttery hue will look light and bright against the neutral background. Use your
yellow headwrap to top off any monochromatic color scheme - that is your all blacks, your black
and whites, and all whites or solid colors when it comes to dresses and outfits. Do not forget
your yellow bags and purses. Matching your headwrap to your purse will give you a chic finish.

PASTELS are soft and light and here for a while. If you are aiming for pieces that will give you
more wear for seasons to come, definitely go with your favorite pastels. They are not just for
spring and summer anymore! Pastels pair well with neutrals this season and will add a creamy
warm tone to your wardrobe.
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STYLES
For big chops, short hair styles and tucked under curls, create a more structured look with your
crispy cotton fabrics. Flower and loose knots at the front look gorgeous in solid colors. Starch
and press your 100% cottons for the crisp look and feel needed. Be sure to add a satin cap
under you cottons to keep your hair and edges friction free and moisturized.

If trying a new headwrap style this season, aim for something close to the head like “The
Twisted Crown” it has a lovely silhouette. It can be done with the mentioned above color
combos in your lightweight cottons and silk fabrics.
If you have longer hair let it flow, framing your face, tie a silk scarf “Do-Rag" or “Bandana” style
with a single knot to the back.
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For Headwrap beginners try the no-tie “Pillar” style, by winding or crossing fabric around your
crown after piling a high bun atop your head and tucking in the remaining end. This style gives a
regal and stylish silhouette. It is also the most comfortable and loose-fitting wrap, allowing for
longer wear. Look for shops that offer bonnet to headwrap pieces that will give you a perfect
pillar every time. You may find ones already lined with satin.

Try these looks and check back often for more fashion tips and tricks when it comes to your hair
care and accessories right here at The Daughters of Sarah website!
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